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there are a number of web application frameworks and languages that allow developers to develop web applications without
knowing the technical complexities of programming a server. most web application frameworks and languages offer the user
a number of advantages over traditional programming approaches such as object-oriented design, making applications more

user-friendly, and more portable as only one platform is needed to run them. some web application frameworks and
languages are: adobe flex, apple's cocoa, java server pages (jsp), and microsoft's active server pages. we say more about
javascript in the javascript profile. when we are talking about the technical aspects of computing, by definition, computer

technology is the development and science of the electronic computing devices. we all have a computer in our lives – from
personal computers, to work computers, to cell phones, tablets, and so on, these devices all have in common the fact that

they are all electronic. the term embedded systems is a computer-engineering term that generally describes devices that are
small, portable, with a short battery life, and that require little program storage. the term was coined in the late 1970s when
there was a clear distinction between embedded computers, which performed useful work on a single device, and general
purpose computers, which were typically very large and ran applications that were complex and used a large amount of

memory. today, embedded computing is a broad term that includes many types of devices, ranging from everyday products
like automobiles, ovens, and medical equipment, to industrial products like aircraft, aircraft, and some consumer products.
these devices may be considered embedded because they fit into a small and sometimes unusual environment or because

they implement functionality that is not directly usable on the computer. in some cases, the embedded system is designed to
run only in a very specific environment, such as in the mars rover, and thus cannot be used anywhere else.
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